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“Is evidence based psychiatry ethical? A review.”

Queen’s Psychiatry Grand Rounds is a self-approved group learning activity (Section 1) as defined by the Maintenance of Certification Program of The Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada.

Learning Objectives on reverse

Upcoming Rounds: Friday, Dec. 1, 8 & 15 at PCH

A light lunch provided prior to rounds
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Dr. M. Gojmerac: “Is evidence based psychiatry ethical? A review”

Objectives:

1. Know the formal definitions for evidence based medicine and evidence based psychiatry, and contrast these with an evidence informed approach
2. Understand the epistemic and ethical claims that are implicit to evidence based psychiatry
3. Learn criticisms of evidence based psychiatry
4. Reflect on the call to virtue implicit in evidence based psychiatry and what is its role in clinical practice
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